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The Small College Conference on the Essential Curriculum held in

the summer of 1985 at Hope College stimulated much thought concerning

what should be taught in the communication curriculum. The

conference participants defined several broad areas as "essential"

but left for future consideration the nature of the "core" courses.

T.e Hope conferees agreed quite readily on the centrality of

interpersonal communication in the core. It is quite unlikely,

however, that the nature and content of the course will be as easily

agreed upon, for there a:e many .ilethods of teaching interpersonal

communication. The number and nature of available textbooks attests

to the wide variety; all have merit.

The attached syllabus details my approach to teaching

interpersonal communication. More accurately, the syllabus

represents the present epoch in the ongoing evolution of the course I

teach; the course changes as now needs and opportunities are

presented by my students, myself, and the discipline.

While the course varies from year to year, several of my

assumptions about interpersonal communication and the young adult

student undergird the course I teach. Four of the most basic of

these assumptions, which have remained constant for quite some time,

are articulated below.
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Interpersonal in the Core---

The Essential Assumptions

#1. The course is a competency course, as competence was defined

by Larson, 13acklund, Redmond and Barbourl and argued by McCroskey. 2

After considering many of the issues concerning competency,

Larson et. al. conclude that competence is the "ability to

demonstrate knowledge of the communicative behavior socially

appropriate in a given situation."3
They assert that "ability"

indicates skill or performance necessary for communication while

"knowledge'. indicates an understanding of the rule patterns that are

a cognitive part of the communicatively competent person. McCroskey

furthers the argument by asserting that "the performance of behaviors

Jed to be competent is neither a necessary nor sufficient

condition for a judgment of communication competence." He emphasizes

the necessity of an understanding of appropriate behavior whether or

not that behavior is performed. Thus, both argue that compentency is

more than the demonstration of selected behaviors or skills.

Using the taxonomy well known in educational circles, McCroskey

points out that the cocnitive domain of learning encompasses the

content of a field while the psychomotor area is the domain of

communication skill. Finally, affective communicative learning is

concerned with attitudes and feelings of the learner about the other

two domains. It is possible for learning related to communication to

occur in one domain without
corresponding learning in another.

McCroskey concludes that "all of the domains of learning bear

directly on whether learners will engage in future behavior that we
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Interpersonal in the Core---

deem appropirate...Confusing competence with performance and/or

ignoring affect will lead to both inaccurate diagnoses and

ineffective instruction." 4 Backlund concurs with McCoskey and

emphasizes the importance of bath effectiviness (skill) and

competence in communication.5

In the ideal curriculum, the interpersonal course will deal with

all domains. In particular, the skill domain while essential must

not be emphasize. at the expense of the cognitive. When I read many

of the contemporary interpersonal texts and articles such as

Glasser's on behavioral competency 6 I fear that skills development

is frequently assigned the major role in interpersonal pedagogy. In

the course described in the syllabus, skill development (communicator

effectiveness) while emphasized in several classroom activities is

not the sole nor primary focus.

#2. Interpersonal communication is complex and situational. Each

member of a given interaction brings a heavy load of baggage

including old and new attitudes, values, past experiences.

Relationships and power differences between or among the members are

always a factor. The situation, organization and culture also add to

the complexity of a seemingly simple interpersonal interchange. The

communicator must consider the entire "mix" before deciding what is

"appropriate" in a given interaction. It is not always appropriate

to be assertive, to self-disclose, to listen empathically, to solve

problems by consensus. As Beverly Bryum-McGaw reminded us, "It

Depends!"

Much of our interpersonal literature and teaching is based on
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Interpersonal in the Core---
.

the assumption that acceptance of self, self-disclosure,

establishment of trust and movement toward intimacy are goals to be

most highly prized. Jensen and Trenholm argue that only a small part

of our interperscnal communication actually lies along the intimacy

trajectory and that we need to consider the social conditions under

which different models of communication have meaning. 7 This slIggests

that interpersonal communication ib even more complex, that

competency may be even more elusive than general acknowledged. Our

teaching needs to assist our students in understanding aat

complexity.

The course I have outlined attempts to both introduce the

complexity of the behavior and to levelop the attitude that

appropriate behaviors will vary from one situation to another.

*3. Our students are in an active ewite of maturation. William

Perry's work on the cognitive and ethical development of the college

age student 8 postulates a nine position schema through which young

adults will grow. In the first stages, which Perry terms the "basic

duality", young adults tend to see the wcrld in terms of "right and

wrong". The right answers exist and are known to authorities and are

waiting to be learned. Entering college students generally think in

duality terms but gradually move to a position of "multipicity" where

a diversity of opinion and values is recognized in areas where the

right answers are not yet known; therefore, no judgments can be made

among them and "everyone has the right to his own opinions."

Finally, the mature young adult arrives at a cognitive state Perry

terms "relativism" in which a diversity of opinion, values and
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Interpersonal in the Core---
. .

judgments derived from a variety of sources, evidence, logic,and

systems allow for analyis and comparison.

Perry's work suggests that interpersonal courses based primarily

on performance or effectiveness may indeed be appropriate for th
lower level student who is just beginning the maturation process.

But the development of cognitive as well as psychomotor competency

may be difficult and probably impossible for the first or second year

student. Understanding the situational nature of interpersonal

communication and difficulty of Aetermining the "best" communication

strategy is probably beyond the maturation level of the underclass

student.

Halley 9
described his frustration in trying to teach

interpersonal communication to beginning level students, concluding

that they were not developmentally ready for understanding a

relationship model that he was using. Although he did not mention

Perry, his assessment clearly supports Perry's theory. I agree with

his diagnosis (although not necessarily with his solution of

converting the interpersonal class into a values clarification

program) that his students were simply not ready.

Textbooks in "advanced" interpersonal topics lend support to the

belief that students have not assimilated the material in lower level

interpersonal courses. Some of them" repeat much of the material

one would expect to find in an introductory course.

These three assumptions have led me to the conclusion that the

interpersonal course is best designed as an upper level course.

Given the great complexity of the process, we will do our students a

6
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Interpersonal in the Core---

great disservice if we merely teach them a few skills which may or

may not be a?propriate in an given communication interaction. Yet in

developmental terms, that is probably all our entering students can

honestly accept. I firmly believe that for the communication major,

an understanding of and skill in interpersonal communication is so

important that we cannot afford to take the risk of presenting the

material to students who are not developmentally ready to understand.

Ideally, one would have an introductory course in whick. some

skills and some theory might be taught, followed by an upper level

course. But in our small programs, few of us have that luxury and so

I believe that the interpersonal course is best offered latter in the

program than is now common.

Placing the course in the upper level permits me to base the

syllabus on yet another assumption.

#4. The interpersonal course provides an excellent vehicle for

introducing the student to social science methodology. Many students

will have had a course in statistics. Evaluating the design of the

literature and conducting simple field studies are well within the

capablities of the upperclass student and these activities assist in

the critical evaluation of the material presented in the course. If

a department does not have a research course, this course allows a

minimal introduction to research concepts. If a research course is

in piece, then this serves as an excellent introduction/reinforcement

to that course.
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Conclusion

These are the assumptions on which I base the upper level

interpersonal course. There is very little strikingly unusual about

the content of the course. Teaching a central element, especially

interpersonal communication, to upperclass students may be questioned

by many. But for the reasons outlined above, I believe that if we

have only one opportunity to reach the student, then interpersonal is
simply too important a study to be diluted for the entering student.

As a personal final note, I find it stimulating to work with

the more mature student who thinks, questions and enjoys the

challenge of the original materials. The course becomes a learning

experience for all of us to a degree which lower level courses rarely

achieve.
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Interpersonal in the Core---
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CTA 364
INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

Dr. Wolff
Founders HallTexts:

Interplay 3rd. ed. Adler, Rosenfeld & Towne
Family Communication 2nd ed. Galvin & Brommel
Bridges Not Walls 3rd ed. Stewart

Interpersonal communication has been described as one of man'smost basic activities, an activity which consumes about 70% of ourtime, insures our survival and influences the quality of our life.This course is an introduction to that process, an examination of anactivity in which all of us have much experience. Unhappily, a largeportion of that experience has for many been less than pleasant andproductive. A basic assumption of the course is that as we under-stand the process and the feelings created by interpersonal
communication, we can better control our interactions with ourenvironment and with others.

Volumes have been written about the process; I am surrounded as Iwrite this! We cannot examine all that's written but we willconsider a representative sample, covering major variables whichinfluen.e the process.

The course is geared at an intermediate level, with an attempt to
balance theoretical and experiential learning (that means there willbe exercises and readings!)

COURSE OBJECTIVES

While course objectives are often merely items in an instructor's wildimaaination, they can be useful to you in helping understand whyyou're being asked to read materials, engage in activities and
complete projects. The following arc my objectives as I plan thecourse and present materials in the classroom. It is my hope that youwill adopt these as your broad goals for the semester and take themwith you as goals for your lifetime of interpersonal interactions.

1. TO UNDERSTAND the process of interpersonal communication, the
significant variables and their possiLle effects on the process. Thiswill include a knowledge of some, but not all, of the relevant
concepts and chief theories which are associated with the study of
interpersonal communication as we understand it today.

2. TO BE AWARE of the effects of interpersonal communiation on bothyourself and those with whom you interact. You should begin to thinkin terms of "How do I react in thi., type interaction? How does mycommunication affect those with whom I am interacting?" This includesthe feelings, such as trust, suspicion, openness, which are aroused by

1
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interpersonal communication.

3. TO EXPERIENCE communication behaviors and interpersoral
encounters similar to the ones we're discussing. Classroom activitiesand other assignments will provide an opportunity for you to try outnew behavior in e helpful, accepting environment.

4. TO CHANGE your interpersonal communication behavior so that youcan enga;e in continually more satisfying and fulfilling interactionsthroughout your life.

5. TO OBSERVE and interpret interpersonal communication behaviors inrelation to the theories we encounter in the course. You will beasked to complete simple research assignments in order to understandhow scholars come to their understandings of the process. While youare not expected to have taken a course in research design, it will behelpful if you brush up on statistical probability.

(I aknowledge assistance in wording these from Jon A Blubaugh and JimQuiggins who wrote the instructor's manual to accompany Patton andGiffin's Interpersonal Communication in Action)

STRUCTURE OF COURSE

Classroom I expect to conduct a student-centered classroom. We willeng.ige in many types of communication events and all of us shouldshare the responsibility of lear..ing. The syllabus is a bare outline;fill it in to meet your neees and interests. I hope you will bereading and observing far more than is outlined here.

Reading Readings for this class will be from the texts and frommaterials which I haw. placed on reserve. I have selected materialsone the following criteria: ( 1) the reading is considered almost"classic" (not quite the humanities sense of the word!) or seminal (itgenerated much discussion and research), (2) the reading clarifies aconcept, (3) the reading will hopefully stimulate your thinking on thetopic.
You should read assigned material before class. In class,there will be opportunity to discuss materials and participate inrelated activities. In both class sessions and examinations, you willbe expected to analyze and synthesize, to compare and contrast theideas we explore. In other words, the materials in the various unitsare not unrelated!
Most of you know me well enough to know that if

you are unprepared to discuss readings, I am very likely to launchinto a lecture. If you object to my lecturing, then come prepared!

Communistion Journal You are, beginning immtiiately, to keep ajournal in which you record significant observations on your
interpersonal communication. This is not to be a record of everythingyou say. Its purpose is to note and interpret communication
experiences which illustrate or relate the principles being studied inclass. Hopefully, you will become more aware of your own
communication patterns and problems (this has been termed the "ah-

2
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hah" syndrome).

Specific assignments may be made to provide a common focus for yourjournals. Often you may select any of your own experiences. Eachentry should be dated and include a brief description of theexperience and your interpretation of the communication involved.You should not reveal the other's identity (and everything willbe kept confident...Lai).
Journals will be returned. Each entry snould be 2-3typewritten pages or the equivalent.
The journals will be collected on Wednesdays and evaluated onone criterio:i: How well did you relate what you were learning inclass to your out-of-class life?

Writing Requirement This course has been designated as one x.eeting*-fie writing requirement of the college. Your final grade will,therefore, include evaluation of your writing as well as your masteryof course content. Style and L...chnical skills, as well as content,will be critiqued.

Attendance Obviously, if we are to share, we will need someone toshare with! I will expect that you will be in attendance most of thetime. I will set no definite number of cuts, but if I feel you aremissing so frequently that you are not contributing your sba:e or thatyour work is sufferins, I wi31 call you to a conference to discussthe matter. Should that happen I r3serve the right to demand vcurattendance from that point. If you continue to cut, your grille willthen be lowered.

Grading Unfortunately, evaluation is always part of the process.
1. There will be 3 midterms. These and the final examwill account for 60% of your grade.

You can expect that each exam will have both multiplechoice questions and essays. I frequently choose togive you a list of possible essays prior to the examand select the questions to be answered from thatlist.
2. Projects account for 30%.
3. The remaining 10% will be based on my evaluation ofyour work. That means T will be noting your class

participation, your preparation for assignments, etc.

COURSE OF STUDY

I. Introduction (Two class periods)
Interplai Chpt. 1

Family Communication Galvin et. al, Chpt. 1

II. Unit I Self Perception (Eight Class Periods)
Interplay Adler, Rosenfeld & Towne Chrt. 2,3
"Life Cycles", Eric Ericson /nt. Ency. of Social SciencesPassages, Sheehy, pp. 29-196
Gender and Communication Pearson p. 35-65
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Elections and the Mass Media Blomguist "Empirical
Research", Chapter 2

Bridges Not Walls 3rd Edition
"The Fully Functioning Self" Kelly
"Issues in Person Perception" Hastorf et al.

People Making Satir Chpt. 3

First Project Due
Hypothesis Generating and Testing. See Attached

Instructions

Exam

III. Interpersonal Dimensions (Ten Class Periods)
(Self-Disclosure, Trust, Climate, Listenins, Feedback,
Expression of Feelir.;s, Power)

Interplay Chpt. 6, 8, 9, 10

Family Communication Chpt. 6
Bridges Not Walls "Empathic Listening" Kelly

"Listening as Empathic Support"
Eagen

"Assertive, No-Assertive and
Agressive Behavior" Alberti

"Owning Anger" Augsburger
"Self-Disclosure" Jourard
"Interpersonal Encounter" Powell

People Making Chpt. 5, 6, 7

Second Project Due
integrative Paper on Interpersonal Dimension or Book Peport
S.e Attached

Exam

IV. Vsrhal Code (Four Class Periods)
Interplay Chpt. A
The Art of Awareness 3rd Ed. Bois Chpt. 6
Gender and Communicatio Chpt. 3, 6

Speech Aonographs 51, December "Powerful
Powerless Speech Styles" Bradac at al.

Human Communication Research 10, Winter "Friendly or
Unfriendly Persuasion", Burgoon et al.

V. Non-Verbal Code (Three Class Periods)
Interplay Chpt 5
Communication Monographs 49, June "Violations of

Conversational Distance" Burgoon at al.
Communication Monographs 52, March "Meanings of

Touch", Jones et al.

Exam

VI. Felational Communication (Seven Class Periods)
Interplay Chpt 9
Family Communication Chpt. 4, 5
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Paper "Intimacy and Social Loss", Jensen et. al.
Communication Monographs 51, September "Topoi in Relational

Communication", Burgoon et al.
Communication Monographs 52, September "Relational ControlPatterns in Marital Types" Williamson et. al.
Communication Monographs 50, March "Openness as Problematicin Ongoing Friendships", Rawlings

Final Project Due
Naturalistic Research Project See Attached

Unit VII. Conflict (Four Class Periods)
Interplay Chpt 11
Family Communiation Chpt 9
Interpersonal Conflict Chpt 6
Working Through Conflict Folger/Poole Chpt 4
"Conflicts: Productive and Destructive", Deutsch, in
Conflict Resolution through Communication, Jandt, ed.,

5
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PROJECT GUIDELINES

IntegraVve Paper.

This short paper will report your reading on a specific interpersonal
variable such as dogmatism. You will be expected to read a variety of
recent books and/or articles (don't neglect Psychological Abstracts).
The paper should be a synthesis of your reading, not an abstract of one
source followed by the next abstract. Your paper, in term-paper
format, must follow MLA or APA stylesheets and be typed. Endnotes are
acceptable.

Naturalistic Research Project

This is an observational study of interpersonal communication. For
example, you might monitor conversations to compare sex-differences in
the use of tag questions. Or you might trace the development of a
rumor on campus or investigate students' attention to signs or table
tenta. This paper is to be written in the format described in the
Blomquist article. Typed copy only.

Research topics and dtsign must be discussed with the instructor before
you begin the data collection.

Book Review

The paper will consist of a synopsis of the book (not to exceed 300
words) followed by your evaluation of the book for its contribution to
understanding interpersonal communication. You will include the
author's credentials, the book's data base (ex., 16 case studies or the
author's personal experience), the author's assumptions and
perspectives (the author may have a humanistic set of assumptions). If
you choose to read two related books, you may abstract each and then
compare/contrast them.



The Hypothesis Test Paper

1. All good papers (like speeches) start with an introduction. Youmay wish to write your initial paragraph after you have completed allor part of the paper.

2. What is the research question here? In general, what are youtrying to learn more about? (For our assignment, this will involve insome way our understanding of self-concept?) Ex., I might want tostudy why self-esteem increases with age.

3. What are the possible answers to the question? To answer thequestion above, we could consider the effects of satisfaction withbody, increase in understanding of the person's place in social group,the completion of life goals, satisfaction with health etc. In thisportion of the paper, the writer refers to why each of these might bea reasonable/unreasonable answer, making explicit references to
writings supporting each view.

4. Next, oae must explain which is the best answer and how one will
attempt to demonstrate that. Here you need a concise, clear statementof your hypothesis. This needs to be followed by a description of thedata to be used--how and by whom it was collected, what relevant
questions were asked; how you will define variables for analysis.NOTE: Since your dependent variable will be some measure of self-
concept, you will need to operationally define self-concept in termsof one of the variables available to you. That is, you will need to
choose one variable, which for this argument you are calling self-
con,,!..pt, and explain why you have selected this one. Fx., a possiblehypothesis: Poor hea?th reduces one's self-concept, as measured bytrust of others.

5. Run a contingency Table test, following instructions:

Login CTA354
Password INTER
Subfiles 77 or 78
Indep 'dent Variable
Dependent Variable

6. Read and interpret tables. We will use a Chi Square of .01 orless as our confidence level.

7. Cut and paste tables to include in report. Write an explanation
of how the evidence does or does not support your conclusions.

8. Answer the question "So what?" What difference does it make thatyour explanation holds? Or does not hold? Were there any built in
sources of error which might have influenced the results? What
implications do the results have for future research? For the study
of interpersonal communication?
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